ST. MARY'S ACADEMY, LALAZAR
SUMMER HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK, 2014

CLASS: 2
SUBJECT:

HOMEWORK

ENGLISH

Read any two fairy tales of your own choices. Pick five nouns, five adjectives
and five verb from each book. Make three sentences daily (using nouns,
adjectives and verb).Do the following pages of Oxford Progressive English:(page
81 exercise B) (page 19 exercise C) (page 21 exercise C) (page 25 exercise E)
(page 27 exercise D)Do the following pages of grammar tree page 15, 16, 21, 25,
28, 34, 38 & 39.

MATHS

Do two sums of addition, subtraction & Multiplication daily. Write and learn
tables from 2 to 7Make a model of following shape with help of empty boxes or
with glaze paper (circle, square, rectangle, triangle, oval, and cube).Revise all
the work done in books and copies from pages 2 to 51.

SCIENCE

Learn and write the entire “fill in the blanks” & “M.C.Q’s” from page 9, 14, 19,
23, 29, 34 & 38.What is meant by carnivores, omnivores, & herbivores? And
make the list of these animals also. Draw and label the life cycle of frog, fish &
butterfly. Make a list of solid, liquid & gas along with its pictures. Revise all the
work done in books and copies from Chapters 1 to 8 (prepare for 1st term exams)

S.STUDIES

Write 5 to 6 rules of keeping healthy and follow the rules during your vacations.
Collect 6 to 7 different kinds of fabrics. Make a list of healthy and junk food. See
the warning sides on the road and draw ten signs. Make a timetable of your
vacations and follow it. Learn and write all the work done in copies & books.

COMP

ART

Learn & rewrite all the work done in books and copies. Take out the pictures of
the following from computer favorite car, favorite, cartoon, favorite sport, and
favorite food.
Make 2 masks and decorate them beautifully.
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